It is difficult to calculate the amount of inventory of intermediate products in a material processing factory which has complex multiple processes. If the amount is too great, inventory assets accumulate. On the other hand, if it is too small, tardiness in due-date is caused and the lead time from accepting order to shipping is extended because demand variation and equipment failure cannot be absorbed. In this report we explain a simulation model is explained and results are shown for comparing complementary amount of intermediate products by computing the flow from allocat-ing intermediate products to orders to shipping.
Introduction

Background
Since the prices of metal and materials can vary widely, material processing businesses such as steel, aluminum are undergoing severe conditions. Therefore, reducing inventory assets to generate cash flow and minimizing lead time from accepting orders to shipping are important issues.
Until now, a material processing factory has almost al-ways used a made-to-order system which designs and makes products after accepting orders. Inventory control policies for a made-to-order system have been studied (1) (2) .
There is a manufacturing system which makes multipurpose intermediate products which have passed processes before accepting orders. We are considering the manufacturing system, since intermediate products can absorb variation of demand (3) .
When we make a production plan in the manufacturing system, we must consider which intermediate products are allocated to each order and we determine the complementary inventory is determined each intermediate product.
Others study the optimal inventory amount on optimization theory. A calculating method of the optimal replenishing point in a factory which makes products by a single process when demand follows a general probability distribution is proposed (4) . That study is expanded to a different study which assumes that demand and production capacities follow general probability distributions (5) . A calculating method is proposed for the initial optimal amount of completed productions and intermediate production in a factory which has two processes is proposed (6) (7) . a material processing factory (9) . In a material processing factory which has complex multiple processes, it is difficult to calculate the proper amount of inventory of multipurpose intermediate products. Generally speaking, Inventory assets increase if the amount is too much, on the other hand, if it is too little, it result in tardiness regarding the due date and lead time from accepting orders to shipping is increased because demand variations and equipment failures cannot be absorbed. Therefore we study an approach which enables us to discuss the proper complementary amount in several situations in which a bottleneck process is different. In the approach, we use an inventory simulator which calculates tardiness in due date and lead time as indexes of an evaluation to simulate the flow from allocating intermediate products to orders to shipping. Thus we can compare the evaluations for several different types of the complementary amount of intermediate products. Figure 1 shows the approach which we study using the inventory simulator. The flow of the approach is explained as follows: 1) Factory data is input data of a factory such as orders and abilities of machines to the inventory simulator. The simulator includes an order generator which makes many different order patterns. They vary on the basis of the amount of orders input to consider a sudden change of order. Figure 3 shows the inventory simulator calculates for all the order patterns as follows： inventory which was input as the parameter to adjust inventory after allocating, the inventory simulator calculates the complementary amount.
The Approach To Discuss The Proper Amount Of Inventory Of Intermediate Products
3) The inventory simulator makes a plan using the allocating result calculated in 1) and the complementary amount calculated in 2). Then, it outputs a plan and an evaluation for each order pattern. 4) We input the different target amount in 2) and the inventory simulator executes 3) again.
If we repeat 4), we can get an evaluation of each target amount of inventory and compare it between different tar-get amounts. Therefore we can verify the proper target amount in the situation of the factory set in 1). Since the inventory simulator is used above, it requires the functions as will be seen later in Chapter 2. 
Requirements of The Inventory Simulator
We made the inventory simulator with requirements below to verify proper complementary amount of inventory using the approach in §1. 
… …
Orders which are used in simulating are based on basic orders (Refer to requirement 2). We can set the ability of the machines as tons per hour. The complementary amount of inventory of each intermediate product is based on target level (Refer to requirement 5). The initial amount of inventory is set in the target level when a simulation starts.
The requirement 2: The simulator can make orders pat-terns varying from the basic orders.
To consider variation of orders, the simulator makes order patterns based on basic orders by using variation parameters which the upper and the lower limit of the variation are de-pendent on. The simulator calculates the amount of orders based on basic orders below.
(1)
Here,
: Amount for an order number i in an order pattern j : Basic amount for the order number i in basis order : Uniform random numbers over the range 0 to 1 : Upper limit : Lower limit Table 1 shows basic orders and Table 2 shows orders making by the simulator. Accepting order parameter and shipping parameter in Table 1 are to calculate the day of accepting order and the day of shipping a product, respectively.
Here, The simulator output the average of 1) tardiness in due date by an order, 2) lead time from accepting order to shipping by an order and 3) amount of inventory by a product and a process for each orders pattern based on basic orders as the evaluation.
1) Tardiness in due date by an order (The unit is day).
・If the day of the completion of the order product is not less than due date,
・If the day of the completion of the order product is under due date,
Here, j i T : Tardiness in due date for the order number i in the order pattern j j i C : The day of the completion for the order product 2) Lead time from accepting order to shipping by an order (The unit is hour).
Here, j i L : Lead time from accepting order to shipping for the order number i in the order pattern j 3) Amount of inventory by a product and a process (The unit is ton).
The product X of Order number i passes the process A, B and C to be completed. If only process A was passed, the simulator calculates it as below.
X B
I : Inventory of the process B to the product X For example, if the simulator makes 3 order patterns based on basic order, it calculates average tardiness in due date for order number i as follows:
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Vol. 6, No. 5, 2012 The requirement 4: The simulator can make a production plan in consideration of allocating inventory of intermediate products or material to orders in an order pattern. The simulator allocates material or intermediate products to all orders which are accepted in a set time span. Figure 3 shows the image of the allocating timing. In the case of Fig. 3 , the orders accepted in time span 1 are allocated the intermediate products to in order of early due date at the end of the span.
The requirement 5: when inventory of each intermediate product is lower than target amount of it, the production plan in consideration of restocking it can be made.
Specifically the simulator calculates complementary amount as ) 0 , (
. Here, J is the rest of the intermediate product after allocating it to orders and G is the target amount of inventory of the intermediate product.
The Method Of Allocating
To Allocate Intermediate Products To Orders (requirement 4)
Each intermediate product is allocated in order to shorten lead time from an accepting order to completing its product. If the inventory simulator can allocate more than two types of the intermediate products to an order, it executes it as follows:
1) It allocates the intermediate product nearest to the product. The intermediate product passes the fewest processes to the product to the order.
2) If none of the intermediate product allocated is left, the inventory simulator allocates the second nearest intermediate product to the order.
The Method of Restocking Intermediate Products (requirements 5)
The inventory simulator determines the allocated intermediate product to shorten lead time from allocating to re-stocking. Therefore, the inventory simulator allocates the intermediate product nearest to the restocked intermediate product (the intermediate product which passes the fewest processes to the restocked intermediate product). Figure 5 shows an example. There are 5tons of C1, 3tons of C2 and none of C3 after allocating each intermediate product to the orders. If the target level of inventory of C3 is 10tons, the inventory simulator allocates each intermediate product as follows. 1) The inventory simulator restocks C3 first, since C3 passed the most processes.
2)The inventory simulator restocks 10tons of C3 which is the difference between target level (10tons) and the rest (0ton) using 3tons of C2, 5tons of C1 and 2tons of material. As mentioned above, we can shorten the restocking lead time by using the intermediate product which passes the fewest processes to the intermediate product to be re-stocked.
Numerical simulation
The Aim of Verifications
To confirm the usefulness of the inventory simulator and its allocating method, numerical simulations are carried out using test data which assumed a material processing process. In a material processing factory, generally an intermediate product which just passed the upper process is more multipurpose. On the other hand, an intermediate product which just passed the lower process is less multipurpose. If we have more of the intermediate product which just passed the upper process, the lead time from accepting orders to ship-ping will be longer since the intermediate product needs to pass a lot of processes. On the other hand, if we have a lot of the intermediate product which just passed the lower process, the lead time is shorter since the intermediate product has only to pass fewer processes. If we maintain more of the intermediate products which pass the bottleneck process in the next, the bottleneck process can be kept at work to increase the throughput of the factory.
Therefore we verify the proper target level of each inter-mediate product through several situations in which the bottleneck process is different. The basic data is shown be-low from which we make the each data applied in the verification. The target level of intermediate products and the ability of machines are changed from the basic data. The experimental condition is introduced later in the next section.
・The processes which products and intermediate products pass Figure 6 shows the process which products and intermediate products pass. Each intermediate product and each product doesn't pass the same process repeatedly and one process can use only one machine, since the experimental result can easily be analyzed. 6 Process information in the experiment ・The ability of the machines As stated above, a single process can use only one machine. The ability of the machines is shown here. The ability of the upper process is set to twice the ability of the lower process in Fig.6 for all the kinds of product. Thus, the theoretical throughput of the factory for one month is 11,520ton（16ton/hr×24hr×30day）. We set the theoretical throughput (11,520 tons) of the factory and the throughput multiplied by 1.1 alternately as Table4 as the amount of the orders for one month. The amount of orders is the same over all kinds of products. ・The inventory of the intermediate products The initial inventory of the intermediate products which is set when the simulation starts is equal to the target level of the intermediate products as Table 5 . Table 5 Initial and target level
The target level of the upper intermediate product is twice as much as that of the lower intermediate product as Fig.6 . Therefore each intermediate product can be allocated without bias, if we accept orders for all kinds of products. The amount of the target level for all intermediate products is 1.1 times the theoretical throughput (11,520 ton) of the factory for one month.
Problem Setting
We make two experiments which have different conditions. No.1 condition is a situation in 
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We make 15 patterns as Table 6 to verify the proper target level of each intermediate product in the situation in which bottleneck process is different. Table 6 The patterns of numerical experiment Ability of process in case 1 is Table 3 . Ability of process K2 in case 2 is 0.9 times of it in case 1, Ability of other processes is the same as in case 1. Ability of process K9 in case 3 is 0.9 times of it in case 1, ability of other process is the same as case 1. Table 7 The target level of intermediate products Table 8 shows the summary of the experimental results for the No.1 condition. Table 9 shows it for the No.2 condition. Each of the results is analyzed for the three cases in which the bottleneck process is different based on Table 8 and Table 9 . The results of the analysis are shown as follows: Table 10 shows two orders which have a difference of tardiness in due-date, the accepting lead time. [Decreasing C1] is better in both. Case 2) Bottleneck process in the upper process (K02)
Verification Of The Experiments
On the conditions that order amount is higher than theoretical throughput, similar to case 1, [Decreasing C1] is the best, and [Increasing C1] is the worst in terms of tardiness in due-date and accepting lead time. In this experiment, a lot of work-in-process is waiting to pass the bottleneck process K02 which all kinds of the products pass. Since such a condition is similar to a case of sufficient materials which are waiting to pass the process K01 in the case 1, the result in case 2 is similar to that in case 1.
On the conditions that order amount is lower than theoretical throughput, similar to case 1), [Increasing C1] has the smallest work-in-process inventory. Cutting 10 % of ability for upper process has a very small effect on small order amount. Therefore, for the same reason as case 1, [Increasing C1] has the smallest work-in-process inventory.
Case 3) Bottleneck process in the lower process (K09) Under the conditions that order amount is higher than theoretical throughput, [Increasing C4] is the best, and [Increasing C1] is the worst in terms of tardiness in due-date and accepting lead time. Work-in-process which is waiting to pass a lower process such as K03 and K05 tends to be allocated to the orders for the product A in [Increasing C4]. On the other hand, Work-in-process which is used for restocking the intermediate products tends to be waiting for an upper process such as K01 and K02. The simulator uses a dispatching rule. In the rule, work-in-process which has the earliest due-date passes a process in priority to other work-in-process. Also, we set due-date of work-in-process allocated to an order earlier than that of work-in-process used for restocking the intermediate products. Therefore work-in-process allocated to an order passes the upper process in priority to other work-in-process. That is the reason why [Increasing C4] is the best.
On the conditions that order amount is smaller than theoretical throughput, similar to case 1 and case 2, [Increasing C1] has the smallest work-in-inventory. Cutting 10% of ability for lower process has a very small effect for the small order amount. Table 10 shows the evaluation of each product. The evaluation of the only product A which passes the bottleneck process K09 is constant over the whole experiment in which the target level of intermediate products is different. It was considered that the reason is that the process K09 works without stopping because of a lot of remaining work-in-process which is waiting to pass the process K09 without regard to the target level of intermediate products. Table 10 The evaluation of each product
Knowledge Gained From The Experiments
In this study, several experiments were carried out in which the bottleneck process and the target level of intermediate products were different from each other. The findings were as follows:
Condition That Order Is High
On the conditions that order amount is higher than theoretical throughput, 1) The higher target level of each lower intermediate product makes lower tardiness in due-date and shorter accepting lead time over all kinds of product, if there is no bottleneck process, or if a lot of work-in-process is waiting to pass the upper bottleneck process.
2) If the lower process is a bottleneck, the higher target level of the intermediate product which will pass the lower process as the next process makes lower tardiness in due-date and shorter accepting lead time over all kinds of product.
3) It is difficult to control tardiness in due-date and accepting lead time of the product which passes the lower bottleneck process by the target level of the intermediate products. Therefore, improve the ability of the bottleneck process needs to be improved in order to control them, for example.
Condition That Order Is Low
On the conditions that order amount is lower than theoretical throughput and there is no tardiness in due-date.
4) The target level of intermediate products doesn't affect tardiness in due-date. Setting a low target level of lower intermediate products is desirable to decrease work-in-process inventory.
Conclusion
In this paper, we show an approach which enables us to discuss the proper complementary amount of the intermediate products in several situations in which the bottleneck process is different. That is, we propose the approach using the inventory simulator which has the function of allocating to shorten the accepting lead time and the restocking lead time. 
